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"From Cat Marnell, 'New York's enfant terrible' (The Telegraph), a ... memoir of
prescription drug addiction and self-sabotage, set in the glamorous world of
fashion magazines and downtown nightclubs"-Beloved former ABC 20/20 anchor Elizabeth Vargas reveals her alcohol addiction
and anxiety disorder in a shockingly honest and emotional memoir. From the
moment she uttered the brave and honest words, "I am an alcoholic," to
interviewer George Stephanopoulos, Elizabeth Vargas began writing her story,
as her experiences were still raw. Now, in Between Breaths, Vargas discusses
her accounts of growing up with anxiety--which began suddenly at the age of six
when her father served in Vietnam--and how she dealt with this anxiety as she
came of age, eventually turning to alcohol for a release from her painful reality.
The now-A&E Network reporter reveals how she found herself living in denial
about the extent of her addiction, and how she kept her dependency a secret for
so long. She addresses her time in rehab, her first year of sobriety, and the guilt
she felt as a working mother who could never find the right balance between a
career and parenting. Honest and hopeful, Between Breaths is an inspiring read.
Winner of the Books for a Better Life Award in the First Book category Instant
New York Times and USA Today Bestseller
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER More people than ever before see
themselves as addicted to, or recovering from, addiction, whether it be alcohol or
drugs, prescription meds, sex, gambling, porn, or the internet. But despite the
unprecedented attention, our understanding of addiction is trapped in unfounded
20th century ideas, addiction as a crime or as brain disease, and in equally
outdated treatment. Challenging both the idea of the addict's "broken brain" and
the notion of a simple "addictive personality," The New York Times Bestseller,
Unbroken Brain, offers a radical and groundbreaking new perspective, arguing
that addictions are learning disorders and shows how seeing the condition this
way can untangle our current debates over treatment, prevention and policy. Like
autistic traits, addictive behaviors fall on a spectrum -- and they can be a normal
response to an extreme situation. By illustrating what addiction is, and is not, the
book illustrates how timing, history, family, peers, culture and chemicals come
together to create both illness and recovery- and why there is no "addictive
personality" or single treatment that works for all. Combining Maia Szalavitz's
personal story with a distillation of more than 25 years of science and
research,Unbroken Brain provides a paradigm-shifting approach to thinking about
addiction. Her writings on radical addiction therapies have been featured in The
Washington Post, Vice Magazine, The Wall Street Journal, and The New York
Times, in addition to multiple other publications. She has been interviewed about
her book on many radio shows including Fresh Air with Terry Gross and The
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Brian Lehrer show.
How would you live differently if life gave you a second chance? Brian Pennie
shouldn’t be alive today. His drug addiction was so bad that he was deemed too
much of a risk for detox. Determined to confront his demons, he went cold turkey
at home. Discovered in a pool of blood, it didn’t exactly go to plan, but that’s
where his life truly began. On 8 October 2013, he was finally clean after fifteen
years of chronic heroin addiction, and something extraordinary happened: the
world suddenly became beautiful. Free of the anxiety and fear that had always
plagued him, Brian was given a second chance at life, and he devoured every
minute of it. Bit by bit he rebuilt his world and began to share what he had
learned with others. In this incredibly honest and inspirational book, Brian tells
the story of how he turned a seemingly hopeless existence into a rich and
rewarding life, showing that change is always possible, no matter how stuck we
feel.
There is an alternative to 12-step. Eliminate or reduce any type of addictive
behavior with this practical and effective workbook. -- on back cover.
From a renowned behavioural neuroscientist and recovering addict, a rare, pageturning work of science that draws on personal insights to reveal how drugs work,
the dangerous hold they can take on the brain, and the surprising way to combat
today's epidemic of addiction. Judith Grisel was a daily drug user and college
dropout when she began to consider that her addiction might have a cure, one
that she herself could perhaps discover by studying the brain. Now, after twentyfive years as a neuroscientist, she shares what she and other scientists have
learned about addiction, enriched by captivating glimpses of her personal
journey. In Never Enough, Grisel reveals the unfortunate bottom line of all regular
drug use: there is no such thing as a free lunch. All drugs act on the brain in a
way that diminishes their enjoyable effects and creates unpleasant ones with
repeated use. Yet they have their appeal, and Grisel draws on anecdotes both
comic and tragic from her own days of using as she learns the science behind
the love of various drugs, from marijuana to alcohol, opiates to psychedelics,
speed to spice. Drug abuse has been called the most formidable health problem
worldwide, and Grisel delves with compassion into the science of this scourge.
She points to what is different about the brains of addicts even before they first
pick up a drink or drug, highlights the changes that take place in the brain and
behaviour as a result of chronic using, and shares the surprising hidden gifts of
personality that addiction can expose. She describes what drove her to addiction,
what helped her recover, and her belief that a ‘cure' for addiction will not be
found in our individual brains but in the way we interact with our communities. Set
apart by its colour, candour, and bell-clear writing, Never Enough is a revelatory
look at the roles drugs play in all of our lives. It offers crucial new insights into
how we can solve the epidemic of abuse.
"After selling her first novel--a dream she'd worked long and hard for--Stephanie
Danler knew she should be happy. Instead, she found herself driven to face the
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difficult past she'd left behind a decade ago: a mother disabled by years of
alcoholism, further handicapped by a tragic brain aneurysm; a father who
abandoned the family when she was three, now a meth addict in and out of
recovery. After years in New York City she's pulled home to Southern California
by forces she doesn't totally understand, haunted by questions of legacy and
trauma. Here, she works toward answers, uncovering hard truths about her
parents and herself as she explores whether it's possible to change the course of
her history." -- back cover.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a family forged by tragedies
and bound by a remarkable, unbreakable love,” Hunter Biden writes in this
deeply moving memoir of addiction, loss, and survival. When he was two years
old, Hunter Biden was badly injured in a car accident that killed his mother and
baby sister. In 2015, he suffered the devastating loss of his beloved big brother,
Beau, who died of brain cancer at the age of forty-six. These hardships were
compounded by the collapse of his marriage and a years-long battle with drug
and alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things, Hunter recounts his descent into
substance abuse and his tortuous path to sobriety. The story ends with where
Hunter is today—a sober married man with a new baby, finally able to appreciate
the beautiful things in life.
A provocative and eye-opening memoir, High Price will change the way we think
about addiction, poverty, and race, as well as our policies on drugs. As Columbia
University's first tenured African American professor in the sciences,
groundbreaking neuroscientist Carl Hart has redefined our understanding of
addiction. His controversial landmark research goes beyond the hype of the
antidrug movement to shed new light on common ideas about race, poverty, and
drugs, and to explain why current policies are failing. In High Price, Hart recalls
his personal story—and though he escaped neighborhoods that were entrenched
in systemic poverty, he has not turned his back on them. But balancing his former
street life with his achievements today has not been easy—a struggle he reflects
on publicly for the first time here.
Marc Lewis's relationship with drugs began in a New England boarding school
where, as a bullied and homesick fifteen-year-old, he made brief escapes from
reality by way of cough medicine, alcohol, and marijuana. In Berkeley, California,
in its hippie heyday, he found methamphetamine and LSD and heroin. He sniffed
nitrous oxide in Malaysia and frequented Calcutta's opium dens. Ultimately,
though, his journey took him where it takes most addicts: into a life of addiction,
desperation, deception, and crime. But unlike most addicts, Lewis recovered and
became a developmental psychologist and researcher in neuroscience. In
Memoirs of an Addicted Brain, he applies his professional expertise to a study of
his former self, using the story of his own journey through addiction to tell the
universal story of addictions of every kind. He explains the neurological effects of
a variety of powerful drugs, and shows how they speak to the brain -- itself
designed to seek rewards and soothe pain -- in its own language. And he
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illuminates how craving overtakes the nervous system, sculpting a synaptic
network dedicated to one goal -- more -- at the expense of everything else.
Sin to Win is a humorous and practical guide to using the seven deadly sins as a
stepping stone to success. You will learn how to productively apply the seven
deadly sins: pride, lust, envy, gluttony, anger, sloth, and covetousness to achieve
your goals. Sin to Win examines each deadly sin, chapter by chapter, and shows
you how breaking these sins can help you achieve the success you've been
looking for. Packed with interviews, tricks and serious sinning advice, this book is
the One Minute Manager for the devil in all of us. "You want to be successful. Set
out your aims. Make good long lists in order of priority. Now throw them away. It's
your achievement you must set out. The difference between a loser and a winner
is that between aim and achievement." Marc Lewis
In the vein of Mary Karr’s Lit, Augusten Burroughs’ Dry and Sarah Hepola’s
Blackout, As Needed for Pain is a raw and riveting—and often wryly
funny—addiction memoir from one of New York media’s most accomplished
editors which explores his never-before-told story of opioid addiction and the
drastic impact it had on his life and career. Dan Peres wasn’t born to be a media
insider. As an awkward, magic-obsessed adolescent, nothing was further from
his reality than the catwalks of Paris or the hallways of glossy magazine
publishers. A gifted writer and shrewd cultural observer, Peres eventually took
the leap—even when it meant he had to fake a sense of belonging in a new world
of famed fashion designers, celebrities, and some of media’s biggest names. But
he had a secret: opiates. Peres’s career as an editor at W magazine and Details
is well known, but little is known about his private life as a high-functioning drug
addict. In As Needed for Pain, Peres lays bare for the first time the extent of his
drug use—at one point a 60-pill-a-day habit. By turns humorous and gripping,
Peres’s story is a cautionary coming-of-age tale filled with unforgettable
characters and breathtaking brushes with disaster. But the heart of the book is
his journey from outsider to insecure insider, what it took to get him there, and
how he found his way back from a killing addiction. As Needed for Pain offers a
rare glimpse into New York media’s past—a time when print magazines
mattered—and a rarefied world of wealth, power, and influence. It is also a
brilliant, shocking dissection of a life teetering on the edge of destruction, and
what it took to pull back from the brink.
This compelling, honest book investigates the growing epidemic of prescription
painkiller abuse among today's Generation Rx. Through gripping profiles and
heartbreaking confessions, this memoir dares to uncover the reality -- the
addiction, the withdrawal, and the recovery -- of this newest generation of pill
poppers. Joshua Lyon was no stranger to substance abuse. By the time he was
seventeen, he had already found sanctuary in pot, cocaine, Ecstasy, and
mushrooms -- just to name a few. Ten years later, on assignment for Jane
magazine, he found himself with a two-inch-thick bottle of Vicodin in his hands
and only one decision to make: dispose of the bottle or give in to his curiosity. He
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chose the latter. In a matter of weeks he'd found his perfect drug. In the early half
of this decade, purchasing painkillers without a doctor was as easy as going
online and checking the spam filter in your inbox. The accessibility of these drugs
-- paired with a false perception of their safety -- contributed to their epidemic-like
spread throughout America's twenty-something youth, a group dubbed
Generation Rx. Pill Head is Joshua Lyon's harrowing and bold account of this
generation, and it's also a memoir about his own struggle to recover from his
addiction to painkillers. The story of so many who have shared this
experience--from discovery to addiction to rehabilitation -- Pill Head follows the
lives of several young people much like Joshua and dares to blow open the
cultural phenomena of America's newest pill-popping generation. Marrying the
journalist's eye with the addict's mind, Joshua takes readers through the
shocking and often painful profiles of recreational users and suffering addicts as
they fight to recover. Pill Head is not only a memoir of descent, but of endurance
and of determination. Ultimately, it is a story of encouragement for anyone who is
wrestling to overcome addiction, and anyone who is looking for the strength to
heal.
Presents the history and questionable science underlying sexual addiction,
suggesting that men take responsibility for sexual choices rather than labeling
sexual desire as a force that must be resisted, feared, and treated.
'Extraordinary... Writing with warmth and wit' Independent 'It's such a savage
thing to lose your memory, but the crazy thing is, it doesn't hurt one bit. A
blackout doesn't sting, or stab, or leave a scar when it robs you. Close your eyes
and open them again. That's what a blackout feels like.' For Sarah Hepola,
alcohol was 'the gasoline of all adventure'. She spent her evenings at cocktail
parties and dark bars where she proudly stayed till last call. Drinking felt like
freedom, part of her birthright as an enlightened twenty-first-century woman. But
there was a price. She often blacked out, waking up with a blank space where
four hours should be. Mornings became detective work on her own life. What did
I say last night? How did I meet that guy? Publicly, she covered her shame with
self-deprecating jokes, and her career flourished, but as the blackouts
accumulated, she could no longer avoid a sinking truth. The fuel she thought she
needed was draining her spirit instead. THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER A
memoir of unblinking honesty and poignant, laugh-out-loud humour, BLACKOUT
is the story of a woman stumbling into a new adventure-the sober life she never
wanted. Shining a light into her blackouts, she discovers the person she buried,
as well as the confidence, intimacy, and creativity she once believed came only
from a bottle. Her tale will resonate with anyone who has been forced to reinvent
themselves or struggled in the face of necessary change. It's about giving up the
thing you cherish most-but getting yourself back in return. A raw, vivid and
ultimately uplifting memoir of addiction and recovery for anyone who is looking to
find their way.
What do we mean when we talk about addiction? This anthology of articles is
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designed to bring multiple perspectives to bear on that question, a pursuit made
possible by the recent explosion of research on the scientific underpinnings of
drug and alcohol addiction. In this collection of posts from the well-respected
science blog, Addiction Inbox, you'll meet some of the researchers, and some of
the new research. You'll learn about the new synthetic stimulant drugs now
flooding American grey markets. And you'll hear about some of the best recent
books on addiction and recovery. The articles cover health studies about drugs,
addiction and alcoholism, including the most recent scientific and medical
findings—plus interviews and book reviews.The Research section includes posts
on a wide-ranging and controversial group of subjects, all related by an approach
that highlights the underlying science and evidence-based medicine pertinent to
the subject. Is shoplifting the opiate of the masses? Does menthol really matter?
Can ketamine and other party drugs cause permanent bladder damage? For
answers, the author looks to neuroscientists and addiction researchers, an
approach that led to his earlier book, The Chemical Carousel: What Science Tells
Us About Beating Addiction.
Memoirs of an Addicted BrainA Neuroscientist Examines his Former Life on
DrugsHachette UK
WINNER OF THE 2016 PROSE AWARD IN PSYCHOLOGY Through the vivid, true
stories of five people who journeyed into and out of addiction, a renowned
neuroscientist explains why the 'disease model' of addiction is wrong, and illuminates
the path to recovery. The psychiatric establishment and rehab industry in the Western
world have branded addiction a brain disease, based on evidence that brains change
with drug use. But in The Biology of Desire, cognitive neuroscientist and former addict
Marc Lewis makes a convincing case that addiction is not a disease, and shows why
the disease model has become an obstacle to healing. Lewis reveals addiction as an
unintended consequence of the brain doing what it's supposed to do — seek pleasure
and relief — in a world that's not cooperating. Brains are designed to restructure
themselves with normal learning and development, but this process is accelerated in
addiction when highly attractive rewards are pursued repeatedly. Lewis shows why
treatment based on the disease model so often fails, and how treatment can be
retooled to achieve lasting recovery, given the realities of brain plasticity. Combining
intimate human stories with clearly rendered scientific explanation, The Biology of
Desire is enlightening and optimistic reading for anyone who has wrestled with
addiction either personally or professionally. PRAISE FOR MARC LEWIS ‘[L]ooks at
how addiction and brain science collide, and how understanding our brains can help
addicts get out of the abyss … [A] very readable, often touching, gateway into the
universe of neuroscience and the shadowland of addiction.’ The Sydney Morning
Herald ‘The most important study of addiction to be published for many years.’ The
Spectator
Psychotherapist Michael Pond is no stranger to the devastating consequences of
alcoholism. He has helped hundreds of people conquer their addictions, but this
knowledge did not prevent his own near-demise. In this riveting memoir, he recounts
how he lost his practice, his home, and his family—all because of his drinking. After
scores of visits to the ER, a tour of hellish recovery homes, a stint in intensive care for
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end-stage alcoholism, and jail, Pond devised his own personal plan for recovery. He
met Maureen Palmer and together they investigated scientific alternatives to the rigid
abstinence doctrine pushed by 12-Step programs.
A gripping, triumphant memoir about the power of addiction and its effect on the brain
Marc Lewis knows addiction: that desperate ambition to get high accompanied him
around the world for many years. In the 1960s, Lewis was a teenager in boarding
school, experimenting with cough syrup and alcohol to assuage his depression. When
he moved to Berkeley, California, the pulsing heart of the counter-cultural movement,
he began using LSD and heroin. His spiralling journey of addiction eventually led him to
Asia, where he sniffed nitrous oxide in the Malay jungle, took speed in Kuala Lumpur,
and lost himself in the opium dens of Calcutta. This was the beginning of his descent
into a moonlit world of crime, poverty, and desperation. Returning to Toronto, Lewis
lived a double life: by day, he was a psychology student; and by night, he stole from
homes and laboratories to get high. Thirty-four years on, Lewis is a neuroscientist, and
he studies the brains of troubled children. But he never forgets that he was once one of
those kids — and that, no matter how many scientific conferences he attends, he always
will be. In this mesmerising memoir, Lewis recounts his relationship with drugs from the
inside out, giving a revelatory analysis of the chemical changes in his brain that
sustained his addiction. This is not just the story of a man who found his calling while
fighting a habit that crossed continents and brought him in contact with the wilder edges
of life. It is also a penetrating, powerful analysis of addiction, offering a fascinating
insight into the human brain, and what drives it to self-destruction.
DARK, HONEST, UPLIFTING. THIS IS A SOBRIETY MEMOIR LIKE NO OTHER. 'This
is a book that tears down walls.' Marian Keyes 'Bryony Gordon is a terrific,
compassionate writer whose razor-sharp honesty slices through every sentence of this
compelling memoir.' Liz Day 'Poetic, raw and very important.' Fearne Cotton Bryony
Gordon is a respected journalist, a number-one bestselling author and an awardwinning mental health campaigner. She is also an alcoholic. In Glorious Rock Bottom
Bryony opens up about a toxic twenty-year relationship with alcohol and drugs and
explains exactly why hitting rock bottom - for her, a traumatic event and the abrupt
realisation that she was putting herself in danger, time and again - saved her life.
Known for her trademark honesty, Bryony re-lives the darkest and most terrifying
moments of her addiction, never shying away from the fact that alcoholism robs you of
your ability to focus on your family, your work, your health, your children, yourself. And
then, a chink of light as the hard work begins - rehab; twelve-step meetings; endless,
tedious, painful self-reflection - a rollercoaster ride through self-acceptance, friendship,
love and hope, to a joy and pride in staying sober that her younger self could never
have imagined. Shining a light on the deep connection between addiction and mental
health issues, Glorious Rock Bottom is in turn, shocking, brutal, dark, funny, hopeful
and uplifting. It is a sobriety memoir like no other.
What if your husband gave you a kidney and you chugged a beer with your painkillers
the next day? What if your loving marriage became a tortured threesome? Husband,
Wife and Pills? Meet Henriette and Kevin. As newlyweds, they move to LA to conquer
Hollywood. When the dream begins to fade, Henriette delves into a secret life of Pills.
Diagnosed with a rejecting kidney transplant, she becomes crippled by fear. Convinced
Kevin can never understand, her part-time narcotic trysts explode into a full-blown
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pharmaceutical affair. She is in love. Fiorinal, Vicodin, Morphine...All of them. Until
onebackstabbing day, Pills lead her to her first overdose. Shattered, Kevin sacrifices his
soul for his wife. He talks the ER out of a psychiatric hold. Later, he looks away when
she pops Xanax on dialysis. Alone and barely holding on, Kevin believes the
unconditional act of donating his kidney will save his wife's life and heal their marriage.
It doesn't. The kidney rejects. There is a second overdose. Nothing seems to break
Pills' obsessive hold over Henriette. But will it break Kevin? Will it break them? And
after a lifetime of cheating can Henriette imagine a sober marriage of two? In Pillness
and in Health sweeps its reader into the maelstrom of true love held hostage by
disease. Dare to be devastated, over and over, by the relentless tornado of their story.
Written with radical honesty, and startling wit, In Pillness and in Health shines new light
in the dark corners of addiction and codependency, as we wonder how many
devastating diseases can one marriage survive?
"Barnett's prose style is brassy and cleareyed, with echoes of Anne Lamott." --Beth
Macy, The New York Times Book Review "Emotionally devastating and self-aware, this
cautionary tale about substance abuse is a worthy heir to Cat Marnell's How to Murder
Your Life." --Publishers Weekly (starred review) A startlingly frank memoir of one
woman's struggles with alcoholism and recovery, with essential new insights into
addiction and treatment Erica C. Barnett had her first sip of alcohol when she was
thirteen, and she quickly developed a taste for drinking to oblivion with her friends. In
her late twenties, her addiction became inescapable. Volatile relationships, blackouts,
and unsuccessful stints in detox defined her life, with the vodka bottles she hid
throughout her apartment and offices acting as both her tormentors and closest friends.
By the time she was in her late thirties, Erica Barnett had run the gauntlet of alcoholism.
She had recovered and relapsed time and again, but after each new program or detox
center would find herself far from rehabilitated. "Rock bottom," Barnett writes, "is a lie."
It is always possible, she learned, to go lower than your lowest point. She found that the
terms other alcoholics used to describe the trajectory of their addiction--"rock bottom"
and "moment of clarity"--and the mottos touted by Alcoholics Anonymous, such as "let
go and let God" and "you're only as sick as your secrets"--didn't correspond to her
experience and could actually be detrimental. With remarkably brave and vulnerable
writing, Barnett expands on her personal story to confront the dire state of addiction in
America, the rise of alcoholism in American women in the last century, and the lack of
rehabilitation options available to addicts. At a time when opioid addiction is a national
epidemic and one in twelve Americans suffers from alcohol abuse disorder, Quitter is
essential reading for our age and an ultimately hopeful story of Barnett's own hardfought path to sobriety.
This book, written from the perspective of a practicing primary care physician,
interweaves patientsÕ stories with fascinating new brain research to show how
addictive drugs overtake basic brain functions and transform them to create a chronic
illness that is very difficult to treat. The idea that drug and alcohol addiction are chronic
illnesses and not character flaws is not newsÑthis notion has been around for many
years. What Hijacked Brains offers is context and personal stories that demonstrate this
point in a very accessible package. Dr. Barnes explores how the healthy brain works,
how addictive drugs flood basic reward pathways, and what it feels like to grapple with
addiction. She discusses how, for individuals, the combination of genetic and
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environmental factors determines both vulnerability for addiction and the resilience
necessary for recovery. Finally, she shows how American culture, with its emphasis on
freewill and individualism, tends to blame the addict for bad choices and personal
weakness, thereby impeding political and/or health-related efforts to get the addict what
she needs to recover.
“This is a story she needed to tell; and the rest of the country needs to listen.” — New
York Times Book Review “This vital memoir will change how we look at the opioid crisis
and how the media talks about it. A deeply moving and emotional read, STRUNG OUT
challenges our preconceived ideas of what addiction looks like.” —Stephanie Land, New
York Times bestselling author of Maid In this deeply personal and illuminating memoir
about her fifteen-year struggle with heroin, Khar sheds profound light on the opioid
crisis and gives a voice to the over two million people in America currently battling with
this addiction. Growing up in LA, Erin Khar hid behind a picture-perfect childhood filled
with excellent grades, a popular group of friends and horseback riding. After first
experimenting with her grandmother’s expired painkillers, Khar started using heroin
when she was thirteen. The drug allowed her to escape from pressures to be perfect
and suppress all the heavy feelings she couldn’t understand. This fiercely honest
memoir explores how heroin shaped every aspect of her life for the next fifteen years
and details the various lies she told herself, and others, about her drug use. With
enormous heart and wisdom, she shows how the shame and stigma surrounding
addiction, which fuels denial and deceit, is so often what keeps addicts from getting
help. There is no one path to recovery, and for Khar, it was in motherhood that she
found the inner strength and self-forgiveness to quit heroin and fight for her life. Strung
Out is a life-affirming story of resilience while also a gripping investigation into the
psychology of addiction and why people turn to opioids in the first place.
Journalist Jenny Valentish takes a gendered look at drugs and alcohol, using her own
story to light the way. Mining the expertise of 35 leading researchers, clinicians and
psychiatrists, she explores the early predictors of addictive behaviour, such as trauma,
temperament and impulsivity. Drawing on neuroscience, she explains why other selfdestructive behaviours – such as eating disorders, compulsive buying and high-risk sex
– are interchangeable with problematic substance use. From her childhood in suburban
Slough to her chaotic formative years in the London music scene, we follow her journey
to Australia, where she experiences firsthand treatment facilities and AA groups, and
reflects whether or not they are meeting the needs of women. Woman of Substances is
an insightful, rigorous and brutally honest read. In Australia it was nominated for a
prestigious Walkley Book Award. 'Employing expert interviews and research, each rich
personal episode is contextualised within the under-examined issue of women's
substance abuse. Detailed, insightful and told with a feature writer's narrative flair'
Bookseller and Publisher. 'Engages readers with storytelling while presenting scientific
findings and theories in a way that is accessible to a broad audience' Broadsheet. 'Part
monograph, part memoir, part Ginsbergian howl of outrage at a culture in which gender
bias is a tenet. It is a work of compellingly articulate anger' The Australian. 'In
straightforward, lively prose she relates even her darkest moments without self-pity or
aggrandisement, and often with a streak of gallows humour, leading to more laugh-outloud lines than you might expect' The Saturday Paper. 'We need books like this, and
writers like Valentish, to give voice to our frustrations and concerns, to help legitimise
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and mobilise' Kill Your Darlings. 'Valentish's passion lies in exploring the underlying
causes and their effects and, in the most female of ways, offering companionship and
reassurance for her readers' The Monthly. 'Doesn't mince her words' Sydney Morning
Herald.

THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NOW A MAJOR FILM, STARRING
STEVE CARELL AND BAFTA AND GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATED TIMOTHEE
CHALAMET ‘It was like being in a car with the gas pedal slammed down to the
floor and nothing to do but hold on and pretend to have some semblance of
control. But control was something I'd lost a long time ago.’ Nic Sheff was drunk
for the first time at age 11. In the years that followed, he would regularly smoke
pot, do cocaine and ecstasy, and develop addictions to crystal meth and heroin.
Even so, he felt like he would always be able to quit and put his life together
whenever he needed to. It took a violent relapse one summer to convince him
otherwise. In a voice that is raw and honest, Nic spares no detail in telling us the
compelling true story of his relapse and the road to recovery. He paints an
extraordinary picture for us of a person at odds with his past, with his family, with
his substances, and with himself. Tweak is a raw, harrowing, and ultimately
hopeful tale of the road from relapse to recovery and complements his father’s
parallel memoir, Beautiful Boy. Praise for Nic Sheff:- ‘Difficult to read and
impossible to put down.’Chicago Tribune 'Nic Sheff's wrenching tale is told with
electrifying honesty and insight.' Armistead Maupin
What makes one of the most gifted, charismatic and successful literary agents in
New York fall into full-blown crack-addiction: a collapse that would cost him his
business, his home, many of his friends and - very nearly - his life? In his utterly
compulsive narrative, Bill Clegg leads us through the grimiest back-rooms of
Manhattan's underbelly, through scenes of blank-eyed sex and squalor, into the
febrile paranoia of a mind gone out of control.
The first edition of this book was based upon the recommendations of the Quality
Assurance in the Treatment of Drug Dependence Project, and provided a step-bystep-guide for therapists working with clients with alcohol or other drug
dependency or misuse. Since publication in 1995 it has become well known for
its easy-to-read style and wealth of practical resource materials. However, the
evidence in the field has moved forward in the last eight years, creating a need
for an updated edition. Retaining the trademark easy-to-use, up-to-date style, the
Second Edition offers new chapters on pharmacotherapies, case management,
young people, and dual diagnosis. Other chapters have been updated to reflect
the latest research findings and current practice, and the practice sheets and
client handouts are made available online for downloading and customization by
therapists.
As a forensic psychologist, David Roland often saw the toughest, most
heartbreaking cases. The emotional trauma had begun to take its toll — and then
the global financial crisis hit, leaving his family facing financial ruin. When he
found himself in an emergency ward with little idea of how he got there, doctors
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wondered if he had had a nervous breakdown. Eventually they discovered the
truth: David had suffered a stroke, which had resulted in brain injury. He faced
two choices: give up or get his brain working again. Drawing on the principles of
neuroplasticity, David set about re-wiring his brain. He embarked on a search
that brought him into contact with doctors, neuroscientists, yoga teachers,
musicians, and a Buddhist nun, and found the tools to restore his sense of self:
psychotherapy, swimming, music, mindfulness, and meditation. This is the story
of David’s neurological difficulties and of his remarkable cognitive recovery. It is
also an account of a journey to emotional health. How I Rescued My Brain is an
amazing tale of one man’s resilience, and his determination to overcome one of
the most frightening situations imaginable — the fear that he had lost his mind and
might not get it back.
THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NOW A MAJOR FILM,
STARRING STEVE CARELL AND BAFTA AND GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATED
TIMOTHEE CHALAMET ‘What had happened to my beautiful boy? To our
family? What did I do wrong?’ Those are the wrenching questions that haunted
every moment of David Sheff’s journey through his son Nic’s addiction to drugs
and tentative steps toward recovery. Before Nic Sheff became addicted to crystal
meth, he was a charming boy, joyous and funny, a varsity athlete and honor
student adored by his two younger siblings. After meth, he was a trembling wraith
who lied, stole, and lived on the streets. With haunting candour, David Sheff
traces the first subtle warning signs: the denial, the 3am phone calls (is it Nic?
the police? the hospital?), the attempts at rehab. His preoccupation with Nic
became an addiction in itself, and the obsessive worry and stress took a
tremendous toll. But as a journalist, he instinctively researched every avenue of
treatment that might save his son and refused to give up on Nic. This story is a
first: a teenager's addiction from the parent's point of view – a real-time chronicle
of the shocking descent into substance abuse and the gradual emergence into
hope. Beautiful Boy is a fiercely candid memoir that brings immediacy to the
emotional rollercoaster of loving a child who seems beyond help. Read the other
side of Nic Sheff's bestselling memoir, Tweak. Praise for Beautiful Boy:- 'A
brilliant, harrowing, heartbreaking, fascinating story, full of beautiful moments and
hard-won wisdom. This book will save a lot of lives and heal a lot of hearts'. Anne
Lamott 'An important book... moving, timely and startlingly beautiful.' Richard
Branson
Kate Holden recounts her descent into heroin addiction and prostitution,
describing how she managed to fight her addictions and demons to reclaim her
life and find happiness once again.
Chart topping-and headline-making-rap artist Eminem shares his private
reflections, drawings, handwritten lyrics, and photographs in his New York Times
bestseller The Way I Am Fiercely intelligent, relentlessly provocative, and
prodigiously gifted, Eminem is known as much for his enigmatic persona as for
being the fastest-selling rap artist and the first rapper to ever win an Oscar.
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Everyone wants to know what Eminem is really like-after the curtains go down. In
The Way I Am, Eminem writes candidly, about how he sees the world. About
family and friends; about hip-hop and rap battles and his searing rhymes; about
the conflicts and challenges that have made him who he is today. Illustrated with
more than 200 full-color and black-and-white photographs-including family
snapshots and personal Polaroids, it is a visual self-portrait that spans the
rapper's entire life and career, from his early childhood in Missouri to the
basement home studio he records in today, from Detroit's famous Hip Hop Shop
to sold-out arenas around the globe. Readers who have wondered at Em's
intricate, eye- opening rhyme patterns can also see, first-hand, the way his mind
works in dozens of reproductions of his original lyric sheets, written in pen, on
hotel stationary, on whatever scrap of paper was at hand. These lyric sheets,
published for the first time here, show uncut genius at work. Taking readers deep
inside his creative process, Eminem reckons with the way that chaos and
controversy have fueled his music and helped to give birth to some of his most
famous songs (including "Stan," "Without Me," and "Lose Yourself"). Providing a
personal tour of Eminem's creative process, The Way I Am has been hailed as
"fascinating," "compelling," and "candid."
"This is a straightforward, rich resource for anyone who lives with, and loves, an
addict." —Publishers Weekly Everyone suffers when there’s an addict in the
family. Written by an expert in alcohol and drug addiction and recovery, this nononsense guide will help you understand the causes of addiction, end enabling
behaviors, support your loved one’s recovery, and learn how to cope with
relapses. If you’re the family member of an addict, you may feel confused, guilty,
and scared of doing the wrong thing. And when you don’t know how to help, you
may find yourself in a codependent role, trying so hard to keep your addicted
loved one alive, out of jail, or emotionally appeased that you may actually prevent
them from realizing they need help. Drawing on her own personal experience
with her brother’s addiction, Addict in the House offers a pragmatic, step-by-step
guide to dealing with a loved one’s addiction, from accepting the reality of the
disease to surviving what may be repeated cycles of recovery and relapse. You’ll
learn how to encourage your addicted loved one to get help without forcing it, and
finally find the strength to let go of codependence. With this revealing and
straightforward book, you’ll have the support you need to take an honest look at
how addiction has affected the family, cope with the emotional hurdles of having
an addicted family member, create and maintain firm boundaries, and make
informed decisions about how to best help your loved one.
A scientific explanation of addiction by a leading neuroscientist looks at how and
why people become addicts and discusses advances in prevention and
treatment.
An exploration of why people all over the world love to engage in pain on
purpose--from dominatrices, religious ascetics, and ultramarathoners to
ballerinas, icy ocean bathers, and sideshow performers Masochism is sexy,
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human, reviled, worshipped, and can be delightfully bizarre. Deliberate and
consensual pain has been with us for millennia, encompassing everyone from
Black Plague flagellants to ballerinas dancing on broken bones to competitive
eaters choking down hot peppers while they cry. Masochism is a part of us. It
lives inside workaholics, tattoo enthusiasts, and all manner of garden variety painseekers. At its core, masochism is about feeling bad, then better—a phenomenon
that is long overdue for a heartfelt and hilarious investigation. And Leigh Cowart
would know: they are not just a researcher and science writer—they’re an
inveterate, high-sensation seeking masochist. And they have a few questions:
Why do people engage in masochism? What are the benefits and the costs? And
what does masochism have to say about the human experience? By participating
in many of these activities themselves, and through conversations with
psychologists, fellow scientists, and people who seek pain for pleasure, Cowart
unveils how our minds and bodies find meaning and relief in pain—a quirk in our
programming that drives discipline and innovation even as it threatens to swallow
us whole.
David Carr was an addict for more than twenty years -- first dope, then coke, then
finally crack -- before the prospect of losing his newborn twins made him sober
up in a bid to win custody from their crack-dealer mother. Once recovered, he
found that his recollection of his 'lost' years differed -- sometimes radically -- from
that of his family and friends. The night, for example, his best friend pulled a gun
on him. 'No,' said the friend (to David's horror, as a lifelong pacifist), 'It was you
that had the gun.' Using all his skills as an investigative reporter, he set out to
research his own life, interviewing everyone from his parents and his ex-partners
to the policemen who arrested him, the doctors who treated him and the lawyers
who fought to prove he was fit to have custody of his kids. Unflinchingly honest
and beautifully written, the result is both a shocking account of the depths of
addiction and a fascinating examination of how -- and why -- our memories
deceive us. As David says, we remember the stories we can live with, not the
ones that happened.
Candid, shocking, and unforgettable, Broken is a haunting and clear-eyed tale
that offers hope for all those wrestling with addiction Unlike some popular
memoirs that have fictionalized and romanticized the degradations of drug
addiction, Broken is a true-life tale of recovery that stuns and inspires with
virtually every page. The eldest son of journalist Bill Moyers, William Cope
Moyers relates with unforgettable clarity the story of how a young man with every
advantage found himself spiraling into a love affair with crack cocaine that led
him to the brink of death-and how a deep spirituality allowed him to conquer his
shame, transform his life, and dedicate himself to changing America's politics of
addiction. "William Cope Moyers's lucid, measured tale of his own plunge into
crack-addled hell [is] frightening in its very realism." -USA Today
A gripping, ultimately triumphant memoir that's also the most comprehensive and
comprehensible study of the neuroscience of addiction written for the general
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public. FROM THE INTRODUCTION: "We are prone to a cycle of craving what
we don't have, finding it, using it up or losing it, and then craving it all the more.
This cycle is at the root of all addictions, addictions to drugs, sex, love, cigarettes,
soap operas, wealth, and wisdom itself. But why should this be so? Why are we
desperate for what we don't have, or can't have, often at great cost to what we do
have, thereby risking our peace and contentment, our safety, and even our
lives?" The answer, says Dr. Marc Lewis, lies in the structure and function of the
human brain. Marc Lewis is a distinguished neuroscientist. And, for many years,
he was a drug addict himself, dependent on a series of dangerous substances,
from LSD to heroin. His narrative moves back and forth between the often dark,
compellingly recounted story of his relationship with drugs and a revelatory
analysis of what was going on in his brain. He shows how drugs speak to the
brain - which is designed to seek rewards and soothe pain - in its own language.
He shows in detail the neural mechanics of a variety of powerful drugs and of the
onset of addiction, itself a distortion of normal perception. Dr. Lewis freed himself
from addiction and ended up studying it. At the age of 30 he traded in his
pharmaceutical supplies for the life of a graduate student, eventually becoming a
professor of developmental psychology, and then of neuroscience - his field for
the last 12 years. This is the story of his journey, seen from the inside out.
A Harvard psychologist explains how our once-helpful instincts get hijacked in
our garish modern world. Our instincts—for food, sex, or territorial protection—
evolved for life on the savannahs 10,000 years ago, not in today’s world of
densely populated cities, technological innovations, and pollution. We now have
access to a glut of larger-than-life objects, from candy to pornography to atomic
weapons—that gratify these gut instincts with often-dangerous results. Animal
biologists coined the term “supernormal stimuli” to describe imitations that
appeal to primitive instincts and exert a stronger pull than real things, such as
soccer balls that geese prefer over eggs. Evolutionary psychologist Deirdre
Barrett applies this concept to the alarming disconnect between human instinct
and our created environment, demonstrating how supernormal stimuli are a
major cause of today’s most pressing problems, including obesity and war.
However, Barrett does more than show how unfettered instincts fuel dangerous
excesses. She also reminds us that by exercising self-control we can rein them
in, potentially saving ourselves and civilization.
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